January 2018 Family Newsletter

Upcoming Workshops
Saturday, February 10th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206
Exchange of Ideas: Positive Identity
Discussion Topics: Personal power, self-esteem, sense
of purpose, positive view of personal future
Toolbox Topic: Math word problems and reading
**Summer Program Applications will be available.**
Saturday, March 10th, 11:00am-1:00pm
@ St. Ann's - 419 Woodland St., 37206
Exchange of Ideas: Boundaries and Expectations
Discussion Topics: Family, school and neighborhood
boundaries; adult role models; positive peer influence;
high expectations
Toolbox Topic: Invented spelling & spelling patterns

All ENHE families - please
log your nightly reading
and submit to us at
workshops, tutoring, or via
text or email any time.
Logging your reading at
home is a GREAT way to
stay accountable to your
home reading goals as well
as instill a love for reading
and learning in your
children. If you need help
with reading logs, please
do not hesitate to ask!
In January, the following
students/families turned in
reading logs:

Amar'e Forbes;
Keith Johnson

Happy birthday to all of our ENHE family
members who are celebrating in January!
Special happy birthdays to our students Mariana
Bateman, TeeShayla Davis, London Hendricks,
Paris Hendricks, Keith Johnson, A'leah Ramsey,
Vaniya Reid, and Damarius Wilford!

WORKSHOP RECAP: January 2018
Exchange of Ideas: Constructive Use of Time/Establishing Routines
During this month's workshop, as the new year is upon us and new goals and
habits are being solidified, we talked about the importance of using our time
constructively and establishing routines at home to help our students grow. We
talked about a variety of different types of routines and regular events that are
helpful for children, including creative activities, child programs, religious
community events, and time at home. All of these environments combine to
form a healthy upbringing for a child. We brainstormed different ways to create
these positive environments at home for our children as well as ways to get
connected to other positive activities, such as at school, at church, or at other
public places. We talked about the importance of boundaries and schedules for
child development and how to create better boundaries as we care for our
children. We also discussed the importance of artistic expression, whether
through writing, music, dance, singing, theater, drawing, or other art forms. A
healthy appreciation for and participation in the arts is essential for positive
childhood development!
Toolbox Topic: Sight Word Games & The Importance of Daily Reading

Sight words are a very important part of learning to read. Rather than sounding
out each syllable phonetically, learning sight words helps children learn to read
faster and recognize common combinations of letters and sounds so they can
read with greater speed and proficiency in the future. To this end, we played a
sight words game called Sight Words Lucky 13, where players attempt to accrue
exactly 13 points - no more, no less - by correctly reading sight words. Scores
are kept using pennies, which also helps with arithmetic and counting! In
addition to learning to play Sight Words Lucky 13, we also discussed the
importance of daily reading at home for children - not just for habit building,
but for long term reading skills as well. It can be difficult to set an example of
reading at home daily, but doing so - and logging it in reading logs! - is a
great way to model positive learning environments for children and to hold
yourself accountable for any home reading goals you may have set at the
beginning of the year. Daily reading both to and with your budding students
will not only be a positive example to them as they learn and grow, but studies
have also shown that children who read at home daily have better literacy levels
and grades than children who do not read at home daily.
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KIDS CORNER
This month, the students read My Brother Martin by
Christine King Farris, sister of famous civil rights activist
and preacher Martin Luther King Jr. In My Brother
Martin, Farris recounts growing up together with Martin
Luther King Jr. as a black family in the 1930s and some
of the difficult experiences their family went through.
She detailed their life together as children, from silly
pranks to singing - and how one day Martin promised
that he would "turn the world upside down." After we read the book, we talked about
ways that we might follow in Martin's footsteps to identify creative things that we
are good at that might help change the world. We talked about what it means to have
dreams and set goals, and to be able to identify problems in the world that we might
be able to help fix. We also talked about perseverance, or the ability to keep on
trying even when you are frustrated, you've made mistakes, or you want to quit. We
talked about how Martin Luther King Jr. exemplified this value in his life, and how we
might take inspiration from his life to do the same. Lastly, we talked about our
emotions when it comes to creating, and how we feel when we create something good!

Try It On Your Own: Perseverance Goals!
At the beginning of the year, some people make "New Year's Resolutions." But New
Year's Resolutions fail if you don't have perseverance! Perseverance is the ability to
keep on trying even when you are frustrated,
you've made mistakes, or you want to quit. Think
about something you want to do in 2018 something that you want to do so badly that you
will persevere in doing even when things get hard
and you want to quit. Writing that Perseverance
Goal down on a piece of paper and place it
somewhere you will see it throughout the year to
stay inspired to keep moving towards your goals &
staying motivated!
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Shelia, Mariana, & TeeShayla Davis' Family!

2015
Shelia, Mariana, and TeeShayla Davis' family has been with East Nashville Hope
Exchange since 2013. They originally joined to help improve reading
comprehension, and they love to spend time reading at home together as a family
every night. One of their favorite fun reading activities is reading recipes and
cooking! Their favorite part of the ENHE program is the summer program and the
opportunity to meet children and families of different backgrounds. As a family, they
enjoy cooking, planning various family outings, and doing arts and crafts. Shelia,
TeeShayla and Mariana enjoy dancing, singing, drawing, and other fun activities
that their church offers. We are so thankful that the Davis family is a part of the
East Nashville Hope Exchange community!
East Nashville Hope Exchange
419 Woodland St.
Nashville, TN 37206
www.enhopeexchange.org
eastnhe@gmail.com
615-254-3534

Facebook: facebook.com/eastnashvillehopeexchange
Twitter & Instagram: @EastNHE
Remember to link your Kroger card with
ENHE at krogercommunityrewards.com
to help us grow every time you shop.
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